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It's great to have plenty of choices when a Bible that's easy on the eyes and the wallet is called for.

All three of these editions feature 15.5-point type that is exceptionally crisp even under subdued

lighting conditions. The Presentation Editions flexible, soft imitation leather binding makes it easy to

hold and carry.The Deluxe Edition is a classic "preacher's Bible." Bound in buttery-soft genuine

leather, it is the prefect gift for holding in one's hand while delivering a sermon or teaching from the

Scriptures. This edition fits the bill as a special gift for the preacher, evangelist or Bible college

graduate.
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It is a very, very huge and heavy bible. It's as heavy as my cat. Seriously. The pages are thin, but

this is fantastic and the text is quite large.

This is a GIANT-print (15.5-pt.), beautifully printed edition of the King James Version of the Holy

Bible. Such a pleasure to read! Large 8 1/2 x 11 book; text-only (no marginal notes); great font;

words of Christ in RED; includes Dictionary/Concordance, colored Maps, "How the Bible Came to

Us", "Why Read the Bible?", Daily Bible Readings, Presentation Page; available in Black or

Burgundy; printed in the U.S. by National Publishing Company, the same company that for decades

has printed the "Gideons Bibles" made available in hotel rooms.Also consider KJV Bibles published

by the American Bible Society. bibles dot com



My 15 yr old son chose this Bible for his Father for Fathers Day. Our hopes were not let down. It is

an excellent buy. A quality leather cover with large print, Words of Christ in red. This Bible will last a

very long time. Has some excellent features to it also. For example maps, concordance & dictionary.

I just got this large bible in the mail -- delivered on time. It's floppy and heavy. However, the print is

wonderfully large, as advertised. For an old guy like myself this is a blessing. It's about the size of a

piece of copy paper (8.5x11) so you won't be putting it in your pocket. While the pages are thin,

they're not flimsy. I noticed a few maps of the holy land and the Mediterranean at the back, but no

other illustrations. As long as this is a true King James version (some deviate) I'll be very happy.

I purchased this large print version on accident! But since my neighbor who goes to my church has

really bad eyesight, I asked her if she would like it. She is so happy with it! She says the text is

really perfect and large enough that she can see it without straining! This is the first time she has

been able to read the Bible on her own in years. Usually she listens to it on audiobook or someone

else reads it to her. This is the best accidental careless purchase I've ever made. She says to

recommend it to anyone with poor eyesight who loves the Lord's word. (We both like King James

version best too.)

I have seen this Bible or one just like it, a couple of times throughout the years. The large print really

was an interest to me, at this stage of my life. But the real leather was also a deal sealer, because I

use my Bible very often. I absolutely love it, it's perfect for me.

This is one of the best values I have seen for the Super Giant Print Bibles. It is a top-notch choice

for the friend or loved-one who desires to read the Bible but has difficulty seeing smaller print. The

print in this Bible is over 15 point, making it very easy to read.

I have been shopping on  for years and I am totally disappointed with this purchase. While the Bible

is indeed Giant Print, it is replete with misprints and missing scriptures for e.g. Psalms 55:17-22.

Totally unacceptable for a Bible.
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